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WHY DON'T UBC STUDENTS CARE
ABOUT THE THUNDERBIRDS?
WHAT 15 BEING DONE ABOUT IT?
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Carrie Xiong doles out My Home
Cuisine at the International Food Court
THURSDAY DECEMBER 8 - DECEMBER 11
////
MAKE IT! 11A.M. @PNE
Find over 265 stores from artists, makers and crafters from
all over Canada. Food and a beer garden are also available.
$7 ENTRY FREE
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FRIDAY DECEMBER 16
////

SOLSTICE MARKET 5 P.M.® THE TOAST COLLECTIVE
Buy some handcrafted goods from local witchy artists and
craftspeople. 75% of profits return directly to the artists.
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Our Campus Coordinator
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THURSDAY DECEMBER 1 TO JANUARY 2
////
FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS 4:30 P.M. @ VAN DUSEN GARDEN
Make some memories at the magical winter wonderland with
over one million lights decorating the VanDusen Garden.
$17.86 ADULTS / $13.81 YOUTH
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The University Village at UBC is a
haven for price-conscious students.
In particular, the underground
International Food Court, located
next to the McDonald's at Allison
Road, offers a variety of ethnic
cuisines, known for their heaps of
food and not-terrible prices.
Perhaps due to the popularity
of Chinese food, or maybe
because a third of UBC students
identify in some way as Chinese,
My Home Cuisine restaurant
finds itself consistently busy.
Carrie Xiong, a post-secondary
student who works part-time
at her parents' successful
restaurant, believes it all comes
down to the cooking.
"International students, and
especially Asians, will come here
and try out home food. My Home
Cuisine — [we cook] the home
style. For other people that are
not Asian, they can try different
regional foods," she said.
The food itself is heavily
influenced by her family's
geographical background. Xiong's
father is from the Huanan
County, and her mom has roots
in the Sichuan province and
Xinjiang region — all locales
with spicy flavour profiles. Her
father, the chef, based his dishes
off of these traditional flavours,
but has added customer requests
throughout the years.
"My dad is the main cook and
we have kitchen helpers. [Over
time,] we definitely added more
[dishes], and we changed the
recipes accordingly as well. Some
people said [they want] the sweet
stuff sweeter or the sour stuff
more sour, and that they want to
add more vegetables to their diet.
Then, we also added seafood,"
Xiong explained.

Although My Home Cuisine
does not have an official feedback
system, you can offer your
opinions over the counter as you
are ordering food. Dishes that
customers request may even be
added to the menu.
"Sometimes people say, 'This
dish, I really want to eat again. It's
from my home town, here's the
name, can you make it sometime?'
It's like, yeah, why not, we can try
it," she said.
The restaurant was opened
about 10 years ago by Xiong's
parents, who decided to begin the
independent venture due to the
lack of other jobs after the 2000
recession. They looked around
UBC for a suitable location and
found the opportunity in the
middle of the International Food
Court. Since then, the Xiong family
has ostensibly lived behind the
counter of the Chinese restaurant,
serving tens of thousands of UBC
students.
"As a new business, obviously,
we had our difficulties. [My
parents] worked really hard. From
the years I've been watching them,
they've only had three hours of
sleep. Start-ups are very hard, and
they put in a lot of hours, definitely
more than 12 hours a day. I think
their hard work is paying off, and
I'm very happy to see that," she
said.
Thanks to a constant stream
of customers, the restaurant has
been able to up its game in recent
years. Back when they first opened,
they didn't accept debit and credit
cards. Now, they have expanded
the hot food section and have the
luxury of displaying their menu on
televisions.
Part of what drives the
restaurant's growth is competition.
Black Pearl Cafe, another Chinese
restaurant, is located just five
meters left of My Home Cuisine.

PHOTO JOSHUA MEDICOFF/THE UBYSSEY

Furthermore, the Cafe offers $1
bubble tea deal when purchasing a
food combo.
"If you're doing good in
business, obviously someone
wants to get in to get a slice of the
pie. It is very stressful sometimes,
especially when you see regulars
go to other restaurants for a lower
price, or other reasons. We try
to match up the price, and kind
of follow what they are doing.
Competition is bad for us, but it's
also good because it keeps things
going. It gives us [incentive] to
make the customer happier," said
Xiong.
Customers have voted with
their wallets that My Home
Cuisine is worth buying meals
from. However, many have
experienced inconsistent portion
sizing, a point which is brought
up in both positive and negative
online reviews.
"We do try to regulate [portion
sizes], but sometimes, especially
when we hire new people, the
portion tends to be smaller or
bigger than we want. It's really
hard for them to grasp the portion
size when they're starting work.
As long as they work a few weeks,
they get used to it, how big the
portion sizes are, and then they'll
be better," she explained.
All in all, Xiong and her family
are happy for their success, and
even happier to have the support
of UBC students, their customers.
However, Xiong explained that
not all customers are respectful.
"The service industry itself
- there are people who I feel
like their mentality is like, 'I'm
superior than you because I'm
paying you.' There's a lot of
that, but otherwise it's pretty
good. And the university settingis better than outside — lots of
students, they can understand
us." Vt
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gender-speak-but-she-oncetaugh
Lesbian prof
slams colleague
After the Univers..
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Not surprised at all you
misandric fucking cunt.
The best part about you being
a dyke bitch, this shit dies with
you, you fucking nasty
subhuman piece of trash.

Harry Karasewich • Ottawa, Ontario
Things like Bryson remind me of the repulsive, repugnant crealures Clint Eastwood had
to deal with and eradicate in his Dirty Harry series!! The more attention these whackos
get, the more addicted to attention and power they demand. Lording it over and
forcefeeding their psycho perversions on "normal" society is their goal. As thier
sickeninly crazy act becomes louder and more bizarro they vociferously demand special
treatment, special laws and an outright, shameless takeover of societal norms. The
crazies are in charge of the 200 while the likes of Scaly Kate(McWynnety), Princess
Zoo la nder( Justine Turdo) and their cabals of looney-toon lieberals, progressives.
cowards and snitches propogate, support and feed this seething mass of mythical multigendered crazies' lust for control.
Liks • Reply £ 3 • Nov 25, 2016 7:00am • Edited
Jason Cosford - Regina, Saskatchewan
And to think that so many sludents go into debt for this "education."
Like • Heply £> 5 • Nov 25, 2016 6:40am
*

Crystol Wood
Not even a little bit surprised after listening to Bryson at U of T this past weekend.
Like Reply & 6 • Nov 24, 2016 6:21pm
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TEACH IN KOREA
with the support of the Korean government!
Get a transformative cultural
experience through TaLK!
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EDITOR KOBY MICHAELS

HIV AWARENESS M O N T H / /

DECEMBER 6,2016 TUESDAY
PROFILE / /

Improving HIV treatment
across the world

lies spends her days thinking about ethical issues in the field of neuroscience.

PHOTO ROCIO HOLMAN/THE UBYSSEY

On the Origin of Scientists: Neuroethicist Judy Illes
ILLUSTRATION YUKO FEDRAU/THE UBYSSEY

David Deng
Contributor

If you see red ribbons around
campus next week, don't mistake
them for early Christmas
decorations. Chances are they were
put up to raise awarenessforWorld
AIDS Day, which has been held on
December 1 since 1988.
AIDS is a devastatingcondition caused by the human
immunodeficiency virus — HIV.
What makes HIV particularly
deadly is that it attacks the cells
that make up our immune systems,
leaving patients susceptible to
other infections. It is often these
complications that ultimately lead
to the death of patients.
Needless to say, the global
burden of HIV infection is huge.
There are more than 35 million
people around the world who are
currently living with HIV infection,
and close to 70 per cent of them live
in Sub-Saharan Africa alone. There
remains no cure for the disease.
Despite the challenges, Dr. David
Moore, a UBC associate professor
and a researcher at the BC Centre
for Excellence in HIV/AIDS, is part
of a group of local scientists who
are determined to help change the
status quo.
One of the reasons why HIV
is so difficult to eradicate is that
the virus hijacks the body's own
cells as part of its replication cycle.
Consequently, patients with HIV
are often placed on antiretroviral
therapy (ART), which consists of a
cocktail of drugs designed to target
various steps of the cycle. However,
these drugs are merely meant to
delay the progression of disease and
patients are routinely monitored
to check the viral load, the amount
of virus that can be found in the
body, and ensure that their immune
systems remain adequate.
While developed nations
like Canada and the US have the
resources to continuously track
HIV patients over time through
laboratory testing, the same cannot
be said for other countries. To
solve this issue, Moore worked
with researchers in Uganda to help
streamline the monitoring process.
Moore and his team focus
mainly on whether it is necessary
to monitor both the viral load and
the immune cells targeted by HIV,
called CD4+ T cells. They found
that while CD4 monitoring was
important for predicting death and
serious illness, viral load monitoring

Nivretta Thatra
Senior Staff Writer

experts, the ethics team hopes to
conscious efforts to be an ethical
provide a framework of thought for
scientist.
the uses of this technology.
provided little additional benefit.
"What enables me to be as ethical
as possible is always keeping in mind
The results of this study suggest
Sci-fi readers will know the eerie
Illes has a simple belief that
— not just on the back burner — to be
doctors only need to monitor CD4
feeling of reading a book written
trying tofixneuroethical dilemmas
thoughtful and authentic," she said.
cells and not the amount of virus in
decades ago that reads more like
after they have occurred is much
a patient on anti-HIV drugs in cash- a premonition of our current
more difficult than trying to be
To this end, she is a strongstrapped countries.
lives than an imagined story. The
proactive.
advocate for an integrative and
"seashells" mentioned in Fahrenheit
More recently, Moore was
"Anticipated issues and solutions inclusive future for the field
451 seemed to predict earbuds,
of neuroethics by building
part of a study that examined the
to them from inside the community
Brave New World's soma intuits
infrastructure to recognize scientists
potential of using mobile phones
[are] more powerful, meaningful
the invention of mood-altering
that currently go unnoticed. For
to reach out to HIV patients and
and relevant than the regulations
medication and 1984 brought up
one, Illes thinks that effective
other community members. Unlike
we would get from the external
mass surveillance before it was a
science communicators should
other studies, which focused on
community in response to a bad
true technological possibility.
be compensated — perhaps with
large urban centres, Moore and
event after the fact," she said.
his team wanted to assess the
Thinking about the societal
Illes knows that her background credentials added to their job
titles or monetarily — for their
potential responsiveness of rural
effects of technological innovations
is uniquely valuable. "I'm a
ambassadorial roles with the public.
Ugandans to text messages as a
can be an entertaining exercise
scientist-ethicist," she said. "A
form of healthcare intervention.
forfictionwriters and in the
neuroscientist-ethicist. I see myself Secondly, Illes hopes to provide
more support to scientists, often
This is especially important for HIV social media obsessed, but
with common goals, but coming at
patients receiving ART since the
neuroethicist Judy Illes finds it
them or to them through a different women, whose steep learning curve
of re-entry into afieldafter periods
success of therapy depends mainly
critical to empower scientists —
path, different methodologies and
of absence is not accounted for.
on patients' willingness to adhere to neuroscientists specifically — to take different outputs than philosophy
the medications.
on this endeavour in a pragmatic
or legal-based ethicists."
To advocate for fixes to unseen
manner.
As a researcher, leader and
problems is no small task. To devote
In surveys, they found that
a career to that task, however, is
up to 70 per cent of individuals
She explained that discoveries in mentor, Illes investigates a
variety of neuroethical issues
one of the key characteristics of a
from a rural Ugandan population
neuroscience have effects that are
from pediatric data sharing, to
prolific scientist. With confidence
were literate and had access to
real and powerful, and need to be
and optimism, Illes will continue
cellphones. These individuals
considered more analytically than as cultural understandings of aging,
to the effects of the changing
to bring her viewpoint to the table,
responded positively to the idea
science fiction stories.
environment on brain and mental
lifting with her future scientists who
of receiving text messages from
"[Neuroethics] isn't
have an eye for practical solutions
healthcare providers as a way of
fearmongering and it's not attaching health. On a personal level, she
does not let her credentials
to seemingly unreal, science fictionchecking the patients' conditions
resources to things that will never
like dilemmas. Vi
and encouraging them to take their
really happen, because they do really excuse her from a commitment to
drugs.
happen. We know that incidental
findings in the brain — significant
"In other words, roughly twoones — affect one to two per cent of
thirds of our study population
the [general] population. For every
could benefit from a mobile
one to two people in 100, there's
phone intervention. More broadly
actually a thing in the brain that's
speaking, mobile phones may very
undetected that needs attention."
well be under-utilized in terms of
reaching rural parts of Africa, where
Indeed, there has been a lot of
most patients with HIV actually
fearmongering in the public domain
reside," said Moore.
about neuroscientific advances such
as the possibility of mind-reading
The results of this research
We offer the support and
technologies. Illes and fellow
may have important implications
scientists have the expertise to know
in terms of future HIV outreach
resources you need
which of the public's concerns are
efforts, and improve treatment
valid. While mind-reading is farcompliance for patients receiving
to find your dream job!
fetched, functional neuroimaging
ART in countries where healthcare
— a technique that reveals signals of
providers are limited and physical
consciousness in some patients who
check ups on patients remain
seem to be otherwise unresponsive
difficult due to accessibility issues.
One to one career advice
after brain injury — is a reality.
Ultimately, Moore hopes that
Networking strategies
his research will help improve the
Illes initially trained in basic
standard of care for HIV patients
neuroscience by earning a doctorate
Professional self-marketing workshop
in living in Canada as well. This
in hearing and speech sciences.
Career exploration
is particularly true for Vancouver,
At the time, neuroimaging was
where HIV prevalence is nearly
an emerging tool. Through her
'FREE services
six times higher than the Canadian
education, she saw unaddressed
average. Vi
ethical concerns with the
1256 Granville Street (2nd floor)
technology and she was one of the
Tel. 604-605-4666
ywcajobseeker.org
first to address them as a professor
Students can find out more about
at
Stanford
University.
projects carried out by UBC
researchers through the BC Centre
Currently, a research group led
by Illes at UBC's National Core of
ofExcellence in HIV/AIDS. In
\Y//->rl^
Employment
«7YWCA Family Services
WOliv
Services Centre
Operated by:
addition, the Canadian AIDS Society Neuroethics continues to examine
\
METRO VANCOUVER
Centre de services a I'emploi
the
important
ethical
implications
offers free consultation service for
questions related to HIV exposure, of neuroimaging. With input from
Canada
patients, doctors and palliative care
testing and treatment.

Red ribbons are more than just early Christmas decorations.
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